I thoroughly enjoyed and was thankful for how specific the team was in learning specifically what we needed out of this project. We could tell that they were genuinely interested in our organization. They were also helpful in setting expectations based on our budget, while also doing everything they could to get us what we needed.

Zack Bates, City Lights Foundation of Oklahoma

Fíonta did a great job scoping our needs, advising us on the pluses and minuses of decisions we were making, and gently pushing us forward. As a nonprofit that is spread thin (like most), it isn’t always easy to stay focused, but our project manager would help us stay on task and remind us of deliverables during our weekly calls.

Betsy Burton-Strunk, Thurgood Marshall College Fund

Fíonta is a highly valued partner. We had unique and complex challenges that they were able to provide solutions for, which greatly improved our efficiencies. They kept us well-informed on deliverables, budgets, and timeframes, so we were never surprised.

Tony Thompson, Otto Bremer Trust

Fíonta is truly the best. They took me from knowing zero about Salesforce to be able to completely navigate on my own for my entire agency. They are timely, engaged, enthusiastic, and they are willing to help whenever you need them.

Kristen Verbanic, Greater Rochester Health Foundation